Introducing the new interdisciplinary Karger journal

*Biomedicine Hub* is an interdisciplinary journal: a 'hub' for researchers, clinicians and public health professionals across biomedical disciplines to share research findings, ideas, theories, experimental results and clinical experience. *Biomedicine Hub* aims at facilitating the exchange of knowledge between disciplines, with a focus on translational science for the development of cutting-edge technologies and the improvement of health care. A further focus is on emerging interdisciplinary fields at the forefront of medicine.

Karger premium quality – open access – peer-reviewed – rapid publication

Get the full picture on [www.biomedicinehub.com](http://www.biomedicinehub.com)

- 16 internationally renowned senior editors
- over 170 Editorial Board Members
- from 35 countries
- specialized in 41 medical disciplines

We invite you to submit now!
There is currently no Article Processing Charge (APC).
[www.karger.com/bmh_guidelines](http://www.karger.com/bmh_guidelines)
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Sexual Development</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 Skin Appendage Disorders</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 Transfusion Medicine and Hematology</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 Urologia Internationalis</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86 Verhaltenstherapie</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Visceral Medicine</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 Biomedicine Hub</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 Case Reports in Dermatology</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Case Reports in Gastroenterology</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 Case Reports in Nephrology and Dialysis</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Case Reports in Neurology</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93 Case Reports in Oncology</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 Case Reports in Ophthalmology</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Cellular Physiology and Biochemistry</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 Cerebrovascular Diseases Extra</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 Current Urology</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
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</table>
98  Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders Extra
99  Dermatopathology
100  Integrative Medicine International
101  Kidney and Blood Pressure Research
102  Medical Principles and Practice
103  Nephron Extra
104  Neurosignals
105  Obesity Facts
106  New Journals in 2017

**Book Series**

107  Advances in Biological Psychiatry
108  Advances in Oto-Rhino-Laryngology
109  Advances in Psychosomatic Medicine
110  Contributions to Nephrology
111  Chemical Immunology and Allergy
112  Current Problems in Dermatology
113  Dermatopathology
114  Endocrine Development
115  ESASO Course Series
116  Integrated Medicine International
117  Kidney and Blood Pressure Research
118  Medical Principles and Practice
119  Neurosignals
120  Obesity Facts
121  New Journals in 2017

**Collections and Packages**

122  Advances in Oto-Rhino-Laryngology
123  Advances in Psychosomatic Medicine
124  Aesthetic Dermatology
125  Aesthetic Dermatology and Surgery
126  Annals of Neurosciences
127  Case Reports on Headache
128  Digital Biomarkers
129  GE Portuguese Journal of Gastroenterology
130  Monographs in Oral Science
131  Monographs in Vitrology
132  Monographs in Vitrology
133  Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series
134  Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine
135  Progress in Neurological Surgery
136  Progress in Respiratory Research
137  Progress in Tumor Research
138  Translational Research in Biomedicine
139  World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics

**Inactive Book Series**

139–140  Contributions to Clinical Cytology
141–142  Contributions to Human Development
143–144  Else Kröner-Fresenius Symposia
145–146  Genome Dynamics
147–148  Yearbook of Pediatric Endocrinology

**Notes on our publication program 2016/2017**

The journal *Aesthetics in Dermatology and Surgery* complements and will extend the Karger dermatology program beginning in 2017. The journal *Annals of Neurosciences* has been added to our neurology program. The scope of the Karger open access, online-only journal range will be further broadened in 2017 by the addition of the three journals *Case Reports on Headache*, *Digital Biomarkers*, and *GE Portuguese Journal of Gastroenterology*. The open access journals *Audiology and Neurotology Extra*, *Case Reports in Orthopedics*, *Clinical Bioinformatics*, *Medical Epigenetics*, and *Ophthalmologica Extra* have ceased publication.

The book series *Contributions to Human Development*, *Else Kröner-Fresenius Symposia*, *Genome Dynamics*, and *Yearbook of Pediatric Endocrinology* will be discontinued.

For further information please refer to the comprehensive entries on our home page [www.karger.com](http://www.karger.com).
With articles offering an excellent balance between clinical cytology and cytopathology, Acta Cytologica fosters the understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms behind cytomorphology and thus facilitates the translation of frontline research into clinical practice. As the official journal of the International Academy of Cytology and affiliated to over 50 national cytology societies around the world, Acta Cytologica evaluates new and existing diagnostic applications of scientific advances as well as their clinical correlations. Original papers, review articles, meta-analyses, novel insights from clinical practice, and letters to the editor cover topics from diagnostic cytopathology, gynecologic and non-gynecologic cytopathology to fine needle aspiration, molecular techniques and their diagnostic applications. As the perfect reference for practical use, Acta Cytologica addresses a multidisciplinary audience practicing clinical cytopathology, cell biology, oncology, interventional radiology, otorhinolaryngology, gastroenterology, urology, pulmonology and preventive medicine.

Acta Cytologica

Founded: 1957
Category: Clinical Research
Field of Interest: Cytology

Listed in bibliographic services, including:
PubMed/MEDLINE, Web of Science,
Google Scholar, Scopus, Embase

2017: Volume 61
6 issues per volume
Language: English
ISSN 0001–5547
e-ISSN 1938–2650

More information at www.karger.com/acy
Acta Haematologica is a well-established and internationally recognized clinically-oriented journal featuring balanced, wide-ranging coverage of current hematology research. A wealth of information on such problems as anemia, leukemia, lymphoma, multiple myeloma, hereditary disorders, blood coagulation, growth factors, hemopoiesis and differentiation is contained in first-rate basic and clinical papers some of which are accompanied by editorial comments by eminent experts. These are supplemented by short state-of-the-art communications, reviews and correspondence as well as occasional special issues devoted to ‘hot topics’ in hematology. These will keep the practicing hematologist well informed of the new developments in the field.

Acta Haematologica
Founded: 1948
Category: Clinical and Basic Research
Field of Interest: Hematology

Listed in bibliographic services, including:
PubMed/MEDLINE, Web of Science, Google Scholar, Scopus, Embase

2017: Volumes 137, 138
4 issues per volume
Language: English
ISSN 0001–5792
e-ISSN 1421–9662

Subscription Rates for Institutions
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<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>CHF Europe</th>
<th>CHF Overseas</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>USD</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>3152.00</td>
<td>3152.00</td>
<td>2840.00</td>
<td>3426.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage, handling</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>112.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print</td>
<td>3232.00</td>
<td>3268.00</td>
<td>2912.00</td>
<td>3538.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN 0001–5792</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td>Subscription</td>
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<tr>
<td>(incl. postage &amp; handling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online upgrade fee/DDP*</td>
<td>473.00</td>
<td>473.00</td>
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<td>Print + Online</td>
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<td>3741.00</td>
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* Deep discount price for additional new print subscriptions for Karger Journals Collection customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eJournal Backfile</td>
<td>2200.00</td>
<td>2000.00</td>
<td>2200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eJournal Archive</td>
<td>3500.00</td>
<td>3100.00</td>
<td>3500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Included in www.karger.com/oncology-package

More information at www.karger.com/aha
The American Journal of Nephrology is a peer-reviewed journal that focuses on timely topics in both basic science and clinical research. Papers are divided into several sections, including:

- Original reports, spanning clinical, basic and outcomes research
- In-depth topic reviews on specific topics selected by the Editor and Associate Editors
- Invited debates – selected on ‘hot topics’ determined by the editorial board

Responding to the ever-increasing pace in research, the American Journal of Nephrology adheres to a very tight publication schedule: accepted papers appear online within 5–6 weeks of acceptance.

The American Journal of Nephrology is the leading non-society journal in its field. It is published in cooperation with the National Institute of Diabetes and Kidney Disease (NIDDK). The journal aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the latest research and developments in nephrology.

The journal is indexed in a variety of bibliographic services, including PubMed/MEDLINE, Web of Science, Google Scholar, Scopus, and Embase.

Impact Factor: 2.605

Subscription Rates for Institutions
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<th>EUR</th>
<th>USD</th>
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<td>Overseas</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>5508.00</td>
<td>5508.00</td>
<td>4962.00</td>
<td>5987.00</td>
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<tr>
<td>Postage, handling</td>
<td>120.00</td>
<td>174.00</td>
<td>108.00</td>
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<td>Print</td>
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<td>5682.00</td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td>Online</td>
<td>5508.00</td>
<td>5508.00</td>
<td>4962.00</td>
<td>5987.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-ISSN 1421–9670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Deep discount price for additional new print subscriptions for Karger Journals Collection customers

Included in

www.karger.com/nephrology-package

More information at www.karger.com/ajn
Annals of Neurosciences is a multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal that provides an international platform for discussing recent advances in the neurosciences. As the official journal of the 'Indian Academy of Neurosciences', *Annals of Neurosciences* publishes wide-ranging original research results, reviews and opinions aimed at increasing our understanding of the neurosciences and encouraging the development of better diagnostic tools and effective treatments for neurological disorders. The journal brings together information on computational and experimental studies, translational research, and clinical care. Also welcomed are papers that take an evidence-based approach to arguing against accepted principles and practices.

Led by an editorial team of international experts, *Annals of Neurosciences* is a portal for established and young researchers alike to the very latest interdisciplinary research results and perspectives in the field.

**Annals of Neurosciences**

**Editor-in-Chief**
Akshay Anand, India

**Executive Editor**
Carlos Belmonte, Spain

**Senior Editors**
Denis English, USA
Raj Kalaria, UK
Colin Masters, Australia
R. Morishita, Japan

**Youdim Moussa,**
Israel
**Ante Padjen,**
Canada
**Michael J. Zigmond,**
USA

---
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<td>Postage, handling</td>
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<tr>
<td>Print</td>
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More information at www.karger.com/aon
Annals of Nutrition and Metabolism is a leading international peer-reviewed journal for sharing information on human nutrition, metabolism and related fields, covering the broad and multidisciplinary nature of science in nutrition and metabolism. The journal focuses on human nutrition and metabolism and related areas, including experimental studies and basic science that can inform human nutrition science. We welcome manuscripts describing observational and intervention studies as well as basic science reports on the topics of foods, diets and dietary supplements, nutrigenomics and genetics related to metabolism, on energy metabolism, macro- and micronutrients including vitamins and minerals, biofunctional compounds, dietetics, obesity, clinical nutrition, social sciences and health economy as related to nutrition and metabolism and nutrition policy. Laboratory-based science may include descriptions of relevant experimental models. In addition to Original Papers, the journal will publish Review Articles on topical subjects, Systematic Reviews, short Commentaries and Viewpoint articles that may address current controversies, short Meeting Reports, Letters to the Editor, and Announcements/Society News. The journal will also publish Supplements with proceedings from internationally relevant conferences on nutrition and metabolism.

Annals of Nutrition and Metabolism

Founded: 1959
Category: Clinical and Basic Research
Field of Interest: Nutrition

Listed in bibliographic services, including:
PubMed/MEDLINE, Web of Science,
Google Scholar, Scopus, Embase

2017: Volumes 70, 71
4 issues per volume
Language: English
ISSN 0250–6807
e-ISSN 1421–9697

Impact Factor: 2.461
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<td>Subscription</td>
<td>3893.00</td>
<td>3893.00</td>
<td>3507.00</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage, handling</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
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<td>Print</td>
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More information at www.karger.com/anm
Audiology and Neurotology provides a forum for the publication of the most advanced and rigorous scientific research related to the basic science and clinical aspects of the auditory and vestibular system and diseases of the ear. This journal seeks submission of cutting edge research opening up new and innovative fields of study that may improve our understanding and treatment of patients with disorders of the auditory and vestibular systems, their central connections and their perception in the central nervous system.

In addition to original papers the journal also offers invited review articles on current topics written by leading experts in the field.

The journal is of primary importance for all scientists and practitioners interested in audiology, otology and neurotology, auditory neurosciences and related disciplines.

Audiology and Neurotology

Founded: 1996
Category: Basic Research
Fields of Interest: Audiology, Otorhinolaryngology

Listed in bibliographic services, including: PubMed/MEDLINE, Google Scholar, Scopus, Embase

2017: Volume 22
6 issues per volume
Language: English
ISSN 1420–3030
e-ISSN 1421–9700

Impact Factor: 1.776

The independent journal of current basic science and clinical research
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Practical information on hemodialysis, hemofiltration, peritoneal dialysis and apheresis is featured in this journal. Recognizing the critical importance of equipment and procedures, particular emphasis has been placed on reports, drawn from a wide range of fields, describing technical advances and improvements in methodology. Papers reflect the search for cost-effective solutions which increase not only patient survival but also patient comfort and disease improvement through prevention or correction of undesirable effects. Advances in vascular access and blood anticoagulation, problems associated with exposure of blood to foreign surfaces and acute-care nephrology, including continuous therapies, also receive attention. Nephrologists, internists, intensivists and hospital staff involved in dialysis, apheresis and immunoabsorption for acute and chronic solid organ failure will find this journal useful and informative. Blood Purification also serves as a platform for multidisciplinary experiences involving nephrologists, cardiologists and critical care physicians in order to expand the level of interaction between different disciplines and specialties.
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Caries Research publishes epidemiological, clinical and laboratory studies in dental caries, erosion and related dental diseases. Some studies build on the considerable advances already made in caries prevention, e.g. through fluoride application. Some aim to improve understanding of the increasingly important problem of dental erosion and the associated tooth wear process. Others monitor the changing pattern of caries in different populations, explore improved methods of diagnosis or evaluate methods of prevention or treatment. The broad coverage of current research has given the journal an international reputation as an indispensable source for both basic scientists and clinicians engaged in understanding, investigating and preventing dental disease.
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Digestive Diseases publishes original reports and review articles that describe the most recent advances in diagnostic methods and treatment options for diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and the hepatopancreato-biliary system. The journal also covers related topics such as microbiota, nutrition and probiotics, endoscopy and imaging. Providing information about the latest clinical evidence and their application in patient care, Digestive Diseases is an invaluable source of information for clinicians, specialists and physicians-in-training.
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Digestive Surgery presents a comprehensive overview in the field of gastrointestinal surgery. Interdisciplinary in scope, the journal keeps the specialist aware of advances in all fields that contribute to improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of gastrointestinal disease. Particular emphasis is given to articles that evaluate not only recent clinical developments, especially clinical trials and technical innovations such as new endoscopic and laparoscopic procedures, but also relevant translational research. Each contribution is carefully aligned with the need of the digestive surgeon. Thus, the journal is an important component of the continuing medical education of surgeons who want their practice to benefit from a familiarity with new knowledge in all its dimensions.
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An international journal for GI surgeons
European Addiction Research is a unique international scientific journal for the rapid publication of innovative research covering all aspects of addiction and related disorders. Representing an interdisciplinary forum for the exchange of recent data and expert opinion, it reflects the importance of a comprehensive approach to resolve the problems of substance abuse and addiction in Europe. Coverage ranges from clinical and research advances in the fields of psychiatry, biology, pharmacology and epidemiology to social, and legal implications of policy decisions. The goal is to facilitate open discussion among those interested in the scientific and clinical aspects of prevention, diagnosis and therapy as well as dealing with legal issues. An excellent range of original papers makes European Addiction Research the forum of choice for all.
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European Neurology publishes original papers, reviews and letters to the editor. Papers presented in this journal cover clinical aspects of diseases of the nervous system and muscles, as well as their neuropathological, biochemical, and electrophysiological basis. New diagnostic probes, pharmacological and surgical treatments are evaluated from clinical evidence and basic investigative studies. The journal also features original works and reviews on the history of neurology.
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The continuing aim of European Surgical Research is to further a vivid exchange of information between the fields of surgical research and applied clinical surgery.
Brigitte Vollmar, Editor-in-Chief

European Surgical Research features original clinical and experimental papers, condensed reviews of new knowledge relevant to surgical research, and short technical notes serving the information needs of investigators in various fields of operative medicine. Coverage includes surgery, surgical pathophysiology, drug usage, and new surgical techniques. Special consideration is given to information on the use of animal models, physiological and biological methods as well as biophysical measuring and recording systems. The journal is of particular value for workers interested in pathophysiologic concepts, new techniques and in how these can be introduced into clinical work or applied when critical decisions are made concerning the use of new procedures or drugs.
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Recognizing that research in human biology must be founded on a comparative knowledge of our closest relatives, this journal is the natural scientist’s ideal means of access to the best of current primate research. Folia Primatologica covers fields as diverse as molecular biology and social behaviour, and features articles on ecology, conservation, palaeontology, systematics and functional anatomy. In-depth articles and invited reviews are contributed by the world’s leading primatologists. In addition, special issues provide rapid peer-reviewed publication of conference proceedings. Folia Primatologica is one of the top-rated primateology publications and is acknowledged worldwide as a core journal for primatologists, zoologists and anthropologists.
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Food Science and Technology Research, published by the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology, features reviews as well as original and technical articles on basic and applied food research. The main objective of this periodical is the dissemination of information relating to current research results, novel theories and technologies, and professional activities across geographical as well as academic boundaries. Coverage ranges from chemistry, biotechnology, nutrition, physical and physicochemical properties, processing, cooking, unit operations, analysis, measurements and control, safety and health to marketing and environmental aspects related to food. The journal welcomes contributions from scientists, engineers and technologists throughout the world. Membership of the society is not required for the submission of papers.
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Gastrointestinal Tumors is an international, peer-reviewed journal that brings together the leading opinions in all fields related to gastrointestinal cancer research. Ranging from the identification of new therapeutic targets to epidemiology, disease prevention, treatment and patient management, the journal provides a platform for the dissemination of key opinions and research from thought leaders in the field. By publishing timely reviews and original papers covering the latest developments, the journal will help readers gain insight into the evolving body of research across the relevant disciplines.
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The broad perspective on a growing challenge

Gerontology
International Journal of Experimental, Clinical, Behavioural, Regenerative and Technological Gerontology
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‘The unique scientific value proposition of Gerontology that distinguishes it from all other gerontological journals is its policy to publish first class work from various fields, rather than focussing on only one area of research’ Prof. G. Wick, Innsbruck (Editor-in-Chief)

In view of the ever-increasing fraction of elderly people, understanding the mechanisms of aging and age-related diseases has become a matter of urgent necessity. Gerontology, the oldest journal in the field, is also the only journal that responds to this need by drawing topical contributions from multiple disciplines to support the fundamental goals of extending active life and enhancing its quality. The range of papers is classified into four sections. In the Clinical Section, the aetiology, pathogenesis, prevention and treatment of age-related diseases are discussed from a gerontological rather than a geriatric viewpoint. The Experimental Section contains up-to-date contributions from basic gerontological research. Papers dealing with behavioural development and related topics are placed in the Behavioural Science Section. Basic aspects of regeneration in different experimental biological systems as well as in the context of medical applications are dealt with in a section that also contains information on technological advances for the elderly. Providing a primary source of high-quality papers covering all aspects of aging in humans and animals, Gerontology serves as an ideal information tool for all readers interested in the topic of aging from a broad perspective.
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Liver cancer has a very high prevalence among cancers in general and is one of the most common causes of death worldwide. Based on these facts, the journal *Liver Cancer* serves the growing need to better understand the causes, mechanisms and therapy of the malignancy. It provides the international community of researchers and clinicians with a platform for their research results, focusing on molecular carcinogenesis, prevention, surveillance, diagnosis and treatment, including molecular targeted therapy, of the disease. *Liver Cancer* publishes clinical and translational research related to the field of liver cancer in both humans and experimental models in the form of original and review articles.
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The rapidly expanding area of research known as neuroimmunomodulation explores the way in which the nervous system interacts with the immune system via neural, hormonal, and paracrine actions. Encompassing both basic and clinical research, Neuroimmunomodulation reports on all aspects of these interactions. Basic investigations consider all neural and humoral networks from molecular genetics through cell regulation to integrative systems of the body. The journal also aims to clarify the basic mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of the CNS pathology in AIDS patients and in various neurodegenerative diseases. Although primarily devoted to research articles, timely reviews are published on a regular basis.
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The biological approach to mental disorders continues to yield innovative findings of clinical importance, particularly if methodologies are combined. This journal collects high quality empirical studies from various experimental and clinical approaches in the fields of Biological Psychiatry, Biological Psychology and Neuropsychobiology. It features original, clinical and basic research in the fields of neurophysiology and functional imaging, neuropharmacology and neurochemistry, neuroendocrinology and neuroimmunology, genetics and their relationships with normal psychology and psychopathology. In addition, the reader will find studies on animal models of mental disorders and therapeutic interventions, and pharmacoelectroencephalographic studies. Regular reviews report new methodologic approaches, and selected case reports provide hints for future research. Neuropsychobiology is a complete record of strategies and methodologies employed to study the biological basis of mental functions including their interactions with psychological and social factors.
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Ophthalmic Research
Journal for Translational and Clinical Research

Editor
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‘Ophthalmic Research is a well-established scientific journal dedicated to facilitate communication between the eye research community. Its main objective is to offer a platform for the best contributions in every area of eye research, including fundamental research and clinical research giving particular attention to the transfer of knowledge from the laboratory bench to the patient, i.e. translational research. It is generally acknowledged today that the value of vision is continually increasing in modern day life.’
José Cunha-Vaz, Editor

Ophthalmic Research features original papers and reviews reporting on translational and clinical studies. Authors from throughout the world cover research topics on every field in connection with physical, physiologic, pharmacological, biochemical and molecular biological aspects of ophthalmology. This journal also aims to provide a record of international clinical research for both researchers and clinicians in ophthalmology. Finally, the transfer of information from fundamental research to clinical research and clinical practice is particularly welcome.
The journal further offers, at a reasonable price, the possibility of publishing dedicated supplements and abstracts of conferences and symposia. Please consult the managing editor for this.
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Pediatric Neurosurgery strives to publish new information and observations in pediatric neurosurgery, neurology, neuroradiology and neuropathology. The focus is on the etiology of neurologic diseases, the operative care of affected patients and outcomes research. In addition to experimental and clinical studies, the journal presents critical reviews on selected topics as well as case histories and reports on advances in surgical technique. This thought-provoking approach encourages dissemination of information from neurosurgeons and neuroscientists around the world. Published material will be of interest to both researchers and clinicians who study and care for patients with pediatric, congenital, and developmental diseases of the nervous system.
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Pharmacology is an international forum to present and discuss current perspectives in drug research. The journal communicates research in basic and clinical pharmacology and related fields. It covers biochemical pharmacology, molecular pharmacology, immunopharmacology, drug metabolism, pharmacogenetics, analytical toxicology, neuropsychopharmacology, pharmacokinetics and clinical pharmacology. In addition to original papers and short communications of investigative findings and pharmacological profiles, the journal contains reviews, comments and perspective notes; research communications of novel therapeutic agents are encouraged.

Impact Factor: 1.533

More information at www.karger.com/pha
Contemporary interdisciplinary research on phonetics employs a wide range of approaches, from instrumental measures to perceptual and neurocognitive procedures, to computational modelling, for investigating the properties and principles of phonetics in communicative settings across the world’s languages. It also ranges across styles, types of language users, and communicative modalities (speech, sign, song).

Phonetica is an international forum for phonetic science that covers all aspects of the subject matter, from phonetic and phonological descriptions, to articulatory and signal analytic measures of production, to perception, acquisition, and phonetic variation and change. Phonetica thus provides a platform for a comprehensive understanding of producer-perceiver interaction across languages and dialects, and of learning throughout the lifespan and across contexts. Papers published in this journal report expert original work that deals both with theoretical issues, new empirical data, and innovative methods and applications that help to advance the field.
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Psychopathology is a record of research centered on findings, concepts, and diagnostic categories of phenomenological, experimental and clinical psychopathology. Studies published are designed to improve and deepen the knowledge and understanding of the pathogenesis and nature of psychopathological symptoms and psychological dysfunctions. Furthermore, the validity of concepts applied in the neurosciences of mental functions are evaluated in order to closely bring together mind and brain. Major topics of the journal are trajectories between biological processes and psychological dysfunction that can help us better understand a subject’s inner experiences and interpersonal behavior. Descriptive psychopathology, experimental psychopathology and neuropsychology, developmental psychopathology, transcultural psychiatry as well as philosophy-based phenomenology contribute to this field.
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As the volume of literature in the fields of psychotherapy and psychosomatics continues to grow, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep abreast of new and important developments, and to have independent, critical views on key clinical issues concerned with assessment and treatment of mental disorders. Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics has progressively increased its reputation for independence, originality and methodological rigor. It has anticipated and developed new lines of research concerned with psychosomatic medicine, psychotherapy research and psychopharmacology. The journal features editorials and reviews on current and controversial issues; innovations in assessment and treatment; case management articles; original investigations; literature updates; and a lively correspondence section. It has become a unique and vital reference to current research and practice, the home of innovative thinking at the interface between medical and behavioral sciences.
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Public Health Genomics is the leading international journal focusing on the timely translation of genome-based knowledge and technologies into public health, health policies, and healthcare as a whole. This peer-reviewed journal is a bimonthly forum featuring original papers, reviews, short communications, and policy statements. It is supplemented by topic-specific issues providing a comprehensive, holistic and ‘all-inclusive’ picture of the chosen subject. Multidisciplinary in scope, it combines theoretical and empirical work from a range of disciplines, notably public health, molecular and medical sciences, the humanities and social sciences. In so doing, it also takes into account rapid scientific advances from fields such as systems biology, microbiomics, epigenomics or information and communication technologies as well as the high potential of big data for public health.

What was until very recently no more than a vision for a new era of public health, in which advances in the ‘-omic’ sciences would be integrated into strategies aiming at benefiting population health, has now become a response to the very pressing need for the development of effective personalized healthcare which is complementary to health protection and health promotion. The aim of Public Health Genomics is to facilitate a broad dialogue between academia, the private sector and government bodies.
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The journal *Pulse* publishes full-length reviews, mini reviews, and original papers in the field of vascular research. Bringing together the basic and clinical sciences across a range of disciplines, *Pulse* provides a forum for communication of the latest findings and hypotheses that enhance our understanding of pulsatile processes and vascular disease. The transdisciplinary approach of the journal fosters collaboration in relevant areas including cardiology, nephrology, neurology, endocrinology and diabetology, gerontology and general medicine. All articles are subject to rigorous peer-review in order to maintain the highest standards of publication.

The editors welcome submissions from all areas of vascular research, including but not limited to epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnostics, therapeutics and prevention. Online-first publication ensures prompt dissemination of accepted papers to a multidisciplinary audience with an interest in vascular research.

The interdisciplinary journal for basic and clinical vascular research
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Respiration brings together the results of both clinical and experimental investigations on all aspects of the respiratory system in health and disease. Clinical improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of chest and lung diseases are covered, as are the latest findings in physiology, biochemistry, pathology, immunology and pharmacology. The journal includes classic features such as editorials that accompany original articles in clinical and basic science research, reviews and letters to the editor. Further sections are: The Eye Catcher, What’s Your Diagnosis?, New Insights from Clinical Practice and Guidelines.

Respiration is the official journal of the Swiss Respiratory Society (SGP) and also home to the European Association for Bronchology and Interventional Pulmonology (EABIP), which occupies a dedicated section on Interventional Pulmonology in the journal. This modern mix of different features and a stringent peer-review process by a dedicated editorial board make Respiration a complete guide to progress in thoracic medicine.
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Recent discoveries in experimental and clinical research have led to impressive advances in our knowledge of the genetic and environmental mechanisms governing sex determination and differentiation, their evolution as well as the mutations or endocrine and metabolic abnormalities that interfere with normal gonadal development. Sexual Development provides a unique forum for this rapidly expanding field. Its broad scope covers all aspects of genetics, molecular biology, embryology, endocrinology, evolution and pathology of sex determination and differentiation in humans and animals. It publishes high-quality original research manuscripts, review articles, short reports, case reports and commentaries. An internationally renowned and multidisciplinary editorial team of three chief editors, ten prominent scientists serving as section editors, and a distinguished panel of editorial board members ensures fast and author-friendly editorial processing and peer reviewing.
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Skin Appendage Disorders provides a wide range of original and review articles dealing with all aspects of hair, nail and skin glands. The section ‘Novel Insights from Clinical Practice’ introduces special case examples and their treatments. Innovative therapies are presented under the heading ‘Novel Treatments’, and in ‘Clinical Investigations’ the latest findings are discussed. A special highlight are the articles in the section ‘Guidelines’ that present the consensus treatments, and which are a must-read for everyone who wants to stay up-to-date. The section ‘Adnexal Surgery’ focuses on both established and approved as well as new surgical treatments. Pathological evaluation of skin appendage disorders requires specific training and the ‘Pathology’ section will be open to original papers and reviews on this topic.

Covering all aspects of the field, Skin Appendage Disorders is of primary importance for dermatologists in clinics and research, dermatological surgeons as well as cosmetic dermatologists.
In the past decade research into skin pharmacology has rapidly developed with new and promising drugs and therapeutic concepts being introduced regularly. Recently, the use of nanoparticles for drug delivery in dermatology and cosmetology has become a topic of intensive research, yielding remarkable and in part surprising results. Another topic of current research is the use of tissue tolerable plasma in wound treatment. Stimulating not only wound healing processes but also the penetration of topically applied substances into the skin, this novel technique is expected to deliver very interesting results.

There are many open questions which reflect the importance of the subject and the need for an international scientific forum where they can be discussed in extenso. Dermatologists, pharmaceutical chemists, pharmacologists, toxicologists, and others interested in the subject are invited to contribute and to submit their best research work for publication in Skin Pharmacology and Physiology.
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Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery provides a single source for the reader to keep abreast of developments in the most rapidly advancing subspecialty within neurosurgery. Technological advances in computer-assisted surgery, robotics, imaging and neurophysiology are being applied to clinical problems with ever-increasing rapidity in stereotaxis more than any other field, providing opportunities for new approaches to surgical and radiotherapeutic management of diseases of the brain, spinal cord, and spine. Issues feature advances in the use of deep-brain stimulation, imaging-guided techniques in stereotactic biopsy and craniotomy, stereotactic radiosurgery, and stereotactically implanted and stereotactically guided radiotherapeutics and biologicals in the treatment of functional and movement disorders, brain tumors, and other diseases of the brain. Background information from basic science laboratories related to such clinical advances provides the reader with an overall perspective of this field. Proceedings and abstracts from many of the key international meetings furnish an overview of this specialty available nowhere else. Stereotactic and Functional Neurosurgery meets the information needs of both investigators and clinicians in this rapidly advancing field.
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This journal is devoted to all areas of transfusion medicine. These include the quality and security of blood products, therapy with blood components and plasma derivatives, transfusion-related questions in transplantation, stem cell manipulation, therapeutic and diagnostic problems of homeostasis, immuno-hematological investigations, and legal aspects of the production of blood products as well as hemotherapy. Both comprehensive reviews and primary publications that detail the newest work in transfusion medicine and hemotherapy promote the international exchange of knowledge within these disciplines. Consistent with this goal, continuing clinical education is also specifically addressed.
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An international Editorial Board with more than 170 renowned specialists guarantees high-quality and relevant content.

There is currently no Article Processing Charge (APC).
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- open access
- peer-reviewed
- fast online publication

Biomedicine Hub is an interdisciplinary journal: a ‘hub’ for researchers, clinicians and public health professionals across biomedical disciplines to share research findings, ideas, theories, experimental results and clinical experience.

Biomedicine Hub aims at facilitating the exchange of knowledge between disciplines, with a focus on translational science for the development of cutting-edge technologies and the improvement of health care. A further focus is on emerging interdisciplinary fields at the forefront of medicine.
This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of dermatology, including prevention, diagnosis, treatment, toxicities of therapy, supportive care, quality-of-life, and survivorship issues. The journal will also accept case reports dealing with the use of novel technologies, both in the arena of diagnosis and treatment. Supplementary material is welcomed.

The intent of the journal is to provide clinicians and researchers with a tool to disseminate their personal experiences to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world.

Universally used terms can be searched across the entire growing collection of case reports, further facilitating the retrieval of specific information.

Following the open access principle, the entire contents can be retrieved at no charge, guaranteeing easy access to this valuable source of anecdotal information at all times.

More information at www.karger.com/cde
This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of gastroenterology. Clinicians and researchers are given a tool to disseminate their personal experience to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world. To complement the contributions supplementary material is welcomed.

The reports are organized according to the classification used by the American Gastroenterological Association Institute; it will be possible to search across the entire growing collection of case reports with universally used terms, further facilitating the retrieval of specific information. Following the open access principle, the entire contents can be retrieved at no charge, guaranteeing easy access to this valuable source of anecdotal information at all times.
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This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of nephrology and dialysis, including genetic susceptibility, clinical presentation, diagnosis, treatment or prevention, toxicities of therapy, critical care, supportive care, quality-of-life and survival issues. The journal will also accept case reports dealing with the use of novel technologies, both in the arena of diagnosis and treatment. Supplementary material is welcomed.

The intent of the journal is to provide clinicians and researchers with a tool to disseminate their personal experiences to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world. Universally used terms can be searched across the growing collection of case reports, further facilitating the retrieval of specific information. Following the open access principle, the entire contents can be retrieved at no charge, guaranteeing easy access to this valuable source of anecdotal information at all times.
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This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of oncology, including prevention, diagnosis, treatment, toxicities of therapy, supportive care, quality-of-life, and survivorship issues. The journal will also accept case reports dealing with the use of novel technologies, both in the arena of diagnosis and treatment. Supplementary material is welcomed. The intent of the journal is to provide clinicians and researchers with a tool to disseminate their personal experiences to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world. Universally used terms can be searched across the entire growing collection of case reports, further facilitating the retrieval of specific information.

Following the open access principle, the entire contents can be retrieved at no charge, guaranteeing easy access to this valuable source of anecdotal information at all times.
This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of ophthalmology, including prevention, diagnosis, treatment, toxicities of therapy, supportive care, quality-of-life, and survivorship issues. The submission of negative results is strongly encouraged. The journal will also accept case reports dealing with the use of novel technologies, both in the arena of diagnosis and treatment. Supplementary material is welcomed. The intent of the journal is to provide clinicians and researchers with a tool to disseminate their personal experiences to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world.
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Cellular Physiology and Biochemistry is a multidisciplinary scientific forum dedicated to advancing the frontiers of basic cellular research. It addresses scientists from both the physiological and biochemical disciplines as well as related fields such as genetics, molecular biology, pathophysiology, pathobiochemistry and cellular toxicology & pharmacology. Original papers and reviews on the mechanisms of intracellular transmission, cellular metabolism, cell growth, differentiation and death, ion channels and carriers, and the maintenance, regulation and disturbances of cell volume are presented. Appearing monthly under peer review, Cellular Physiology and Biochemistry takes an active role in the concerted international effort to unravel the mechanisms of cellular function.
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*Cerebrovascular Diseases* Extra provides additional contents based on reviewed and accepted submissions to the main journal *Cerebrovascular Diseases*.

More information at [www.karger.com/cee](http://www.karger.com/cee)
Current Urology is an international peer-reviewed journal providing practical, timely, and state-of-the-art contributions on clinical research and experience in urology. The journal encompasses all aspects of basic urological research, surgical and medical oncology, radiology, pathology, urolithiasis, andrology, reconstruction surgery, pediatric urology, female urology and urodynamics, erectile dysfunction, infertility, urinary infections and inflammations, endourology, and transplantation. Each issue contains reviews, original articles, surgical techniques, case reports, book reviews and correspondence. It is published online and in print. Urologists, oncologists, pathologists, radiologists and scientists are invited to hand in their contributions to make Current Urology a viable international forum on latest findings in research and practice in urology.

Current Urology
Founded: 2007
Category: Clinical Research
Fields of Interest: Urology, Andrology

Listed in bibliographic services, including: PubMed/PubMed Central, Google Scholar, Scopus, Embase

2017: Volume 11
4 issues per volume
online only
Language: English
e-ISSN 1661–7657

More information at www.karger.com/cur
An open-access subjournal to
Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders

www.karger.com/dee

• open access
• peer-reviewed
• fast online publication

This open access and online-only journal publishes original articles covering the entire spectrum of cognitive dysfunction such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s chorea and other neurodegenerative diseases. The journal draws from diverse related research disciplines such as psychogeriatrics, neuropsychology, clinical neurology, morphology, physiology, genetic molecular biology, pathology, biochemistry, immunology, pharmacology and pharmaceutics. Strong emphasis is placed on the publication of research findings from animal studies which are complemented by clinical and therapeutic experience to give an overall appreciation of the field. Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders Extra provides additional contents based on reviewed and accepted submissions to the main journal Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders.

More information at www.karger.com/dee
Dermatopathology is a peer-reviewed online-only journal publishing original scientific articles dealing with diagnostic and experimental human and animal studies in dermatopathology. Contributions to clinicopathological correlations, studies based on current molecular technologies as well as controversial issues and case reports are welcome. The aim of the journal is to share interesting and most recent clinicopathological information with the community of dermatopathologists all over the world and to create a stronger link between dermatopathology, clinical dermatology and investigative dermatology. Dermatopathology also provides a resource for continuing medical education in cutaneous pathology. After acceptance, articles are published online very quickly, ensuring the rapid availability of scientific knowledge for all clinicians and researchers interested in this specialty. According to the open-access principle, the contents of the journal can be retrieved at all times without any charge.

More information at www.karger.com/dpa
Integrative Medicine International is a peer-reviewed open access journal that serves as an instant media platform for those wishing to publish research reports and any other relevant content dealing with diagnosis, evaluation and therapy. The journal focuses on the latest trends and developments, experiences and achievements in all areas of integrative medicine, complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), as well as advances in the attempt to modernize traditional medicine. This includes traditional herbal medicine, acupuncture, tai chi, chiropractic, massage, mind-body therapy (music therapy), yoga therapy, Ayurveda, creative therapy, nutrition counseling and exercise programs.

Manuscripts can be submitted in the form of original articles, review articles, herb-drug interaction reports, clinical trials and clinical experiences. The objective of the journal is to publish new methods in research and therapy to complement and extend the methods of western medicine. Due to its integrative and cross-disciplinary approach, the journal should be of interest to readers worldwide.
This journal comprises both clinical and basic studies at the interface of nephrology, hypertension and cardiovascular research. The topics to be covered include the structural organization and biochemistry of the normal and diseased kidney; the molecular biology of transporters; the physiology and pathophysiology of glomerular filtration and tubular transport; endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cell function and blood pressure control, as well as water, electrolyte and mineral metabolism. Also discussed are the (patho)physiology and (patho)biochemistry of renal hormones, the molecular biology, genetics and clinical course of renal disease and hypertension, the renal elimination, action and clinical use of drugs, as well as dialysis and transplantation. Featuring peer-reviewed original papers, editorials translating basic science into patient-oriented research and disease, in depth reviews, and regular special topic sections, Kidney & Blood Pressure Research is an important source of information for researchers in nephrology and cardiovascular medicine.

More information at www.karger.com/kbr
Aims and Scope

Medical Principles and Practice, as the journal of the Health Sciences Centre, Kuwait University, aims to be a publication of international repute that will be a medium for dissemination and exchange of scientific knowledge in the health sciences.

Selected contributions
• Most Important Chronic Complications of Arteriovenous Fistulas for Hemodialysis: Stolic, R. (Kosovska Mitrovica, Serbia)
• Sonographic Assessment of Renal Size in Healthy Adults: El-Reshaid, W. (Safat, Kuwait); Abdul-Fattah, H. (Kuwait City, Kuwait)
• Amyloid-Beta: A Crucial Factor in Alzheimer’s Disease: Sadigh-Eteghad, S.; Sabermarouf, B.; Majdi, A.; Talebi, M.; Farhoudi, M.; Mahmoudi, J. (Tabriz, Iran)
• Primary Health Care and Public Health: Foundations of Universal Health Systems: White, F. (Victoria, B.C., Canada/Halifax, N.S., Canada)
• Tumor Markers in Clinical Practice: A Review Focusing on Common Solid Cancers: Duffy, M.J. (Dublin, Ireland)
• Interactions between Herbs and Conventional Drugs: Overview of the Clinical Data: Izzo, A.A. (Naples, Italy)
• A Simplified and Structured Teaching Tool for the Evaluation and Management of Pulseless Electrical Activity: Littmann, L.; Bustin, D.J.; Haley, M.W. (Charlotte, N.C., USA)

Submit your paper free of charge to this open access journal

More information at www.karger.com/mpp
This open-access and online-only journal publishes original articles and invited mini-reviews (supplemented with an editorial comment) covering the entire spectrum of basic and clinical nephrology such as dialysis and transplantation, experimental renal cell biology, in vivo models of acute and chronic renal disease including transplantation, renal development, functional genomics and genetics. Papers on cellular and integrative function of the kidney and urinary tract in health and disease are also included, bridging the basic sciences relevant to medicine, nephrology and urology. *Nephron Extra* provides additional contents based on reviewed and accepted submissions to the main journal *Nephron*.
Neurosignals is an international journal dedicated to publishing original articles, reviews and short reports in the field of neuronal communication. Novel findings related to signaling machinery, pathways and networks that are associated with development and functioning of the nervous system are most welcome. Reported observations should significantly contribute to the advancement of our understanding of neuronal signaling and be presented in a format applicable to an interdisciplinary readership. Manuscripts addressing the journal's topics of discussion from a bioinformatics perspective will also be considered for publication.

More information at [www.karger.com/nsg](http://www.karger.com/nsg)
Obesity Facts publishes articles covering all aspects of obesity, in particular epidemiology, etiology and pathogenesis, treatment, and the prevention of adiposity. As obesity is related to many disease processes, the journal is also dedicated to all topics pertaining to comorbidity and covers psychological and sociocultural aspects as well as influences of nutrition and exercise on body weight. The editors carefully select papers to present only the most recent findings in clinical practice and research. All professionals concerned with obesity issues will find this journal a most valuable update to keep them abreast of the latest scientific developments.

Special sections comprising a variety of subspecialties reinforce the journal’s value as an exhaustive record of recent progress for all internists, gastroenterologists, endocrinologists, pediatricians, dieticians, nutritionists, bariatric surgeons, psychologists and psychiatrists, occupational health practitioners, sports medicine specialists, ecotrophologists, sociologists, and biologists as well as prevention and public health researchers. In addition, Obesity Facts serves as an ideal information tool for the members of the pharmaceutical and food industry as well as those active in nutritional research and medicine.

More information at www.karger.com/ofa
New Journals in 2017

Aesthetics in Dermatology and Surgery
Edited by B. Bloom (New York, N.Y.)
ISSN 2504–0456
e-iSSN 2504–107X
www.karger.com/ads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print</td>
<td>1413.00</td>
<td>1431.00</td>
<td>1273.00</td>
<td>1548.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>1373.00</td>
<td>1373.00</td>
<td>1237.00</td>
<td>1492.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print + Online</td>
<td>1619.00</td>
<td>1637.00</td>
<td>1459.00</td>
<td>1772.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annals of Neurosciences
Official Journal of the Indian Academy of Neurosciences
Edited by A. Anand (India)
ISSN 0972–7531
e-iSSN 0976–3260
www.karger.com/aon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print</td>
<td>840.00</td>
<td>858.00</td>
<td>757.00</td>
<td>926.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>800.00</td>
<td>800.00</td>
<td>721.00</td>
<td>870.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print + Online</td>
<td>960.00</td>
<td>978.00</td>
<td>865.00</td>
<td>1057.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beyond cognitive behavior therapy:
A revolutionary approach to improve psychological well-being

Giovanni A. Fava
Well-Being Therapy
Treatment Manual and Clinical Applications

Well-Being Therapy (WBT) is the psychotherapeutic approach developed by Giovanni Fava, a world-renowned psychiatrist and psychotherapist. WBT is an innovative strategy that is based on monitoring psychological well-being, whereby the patient progressively learns how to make it grow. This type of therapy has enjoyed much success and is increasing in popularity around the world. It is therefore not just of interest to professionals but also to councilors, educators and patients.

XIV + 148 p., 6 fig., 66 tab., soft cover, 2016
CHF 31.00 / EUR 30.00 / USD 34.00

‘The publication of this first book on Well-Being Therapy (WBT) is a landmark event.’
Jesse H. Wright (University of Louisville, Ky.)

For easy ordering please go to www.karger.com/well-being

KARGER
Advances in Biological Psychiatry

Novel data and theories to advance our understanding of mental illness

Biological psychiatry contributes a new and exciting dimension to the knowledge of abnormal human behavior. By focussing on the biological determinants of behavior and psychopathology, the volumes in the series provide clinicians and researchers with timely updates on the most significant work conducted in selected areas internationally. Most significant progress comes from interdisciplinary collaboration, so that methodological contributions from the biological and psychological sciences are juxtaposed with clinical, more practical updates.

Vol. 30: Biological Aspects of Suicidal Behavior
Editors: Kaschka, W.P. (Ravensburg); Rujescu, D. (Halle)
X + 170 p., 4 fig., 4 in color, 6 tab., 2016
CHF 124.00 / EUR 116.00 / USD 146.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 74.00 / EUR 69.00 / USD 87.00
online*)

Vol. 29: Proteomics and Metabolomics in Psychiatry
Editor: Martins-de-Souza, D. (Campinas/Munich)
X + 130 p., 7 fig., 4 in color, 2 tab., 2016
CHF 179.00 / EUR 167.00 / USD 211.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 108.00 / EUR 100.00 / USD 126.00
online*)

Vol. 28: Alzheimer’s Disease
Modernizing Concept, Biological Diagnosis and Therapy
Editors: Hampel, H. (Frankfurt a.M.); Carrillo, M. (Chicago, Ill.)
X + 194 p., 9 fig., 1 in color, 14 tab., 2012
CHF 67.00 / EUR 63.00 / USD 79.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 49.00 / EUR 45.00 / USD 56.00
online*)

*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Advances in Oto-Rhino-Laryngology

Presents complete coverage from basic research to clinical studies

Material for each volume in this series has been skillfully selected to document the most active areas of otorhinolaryngology and related specialties, such as neuro-otology and oncology. The series reproduces results from basic research and clinical studies pertaining to the pathophysiology, diagnosis, clinical symptoms, course, prognosis and therapy of a variety of ear, nose and throat disorders. The numerous papers correlating basic research findings and clinical applications are of immense value to all specialists engaged in the ongoing efforts to improve management of these disorders. Acting as a voice for its field, the series has also been instrumental in developing subspecialties into established specialties.

Vol. 79: Rhinosinusitis with Nasal Polyps
Editors: Woodworth, B.A. (Birmingham, Ala.); Poetker, D.M. (Milwaukee, Wis.); Reh, D.D. (Baltimore, Md.)
X + 200 p., 38 fig., 30 in color, 9 tab., 2016
CHF 196.00 / EUR 181.00 / USD 231.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 235.00 / EUR 220.00 / USD 277.00
online*)

Vol. 78: Salivary Gland Neoplasms
Editors: Bradley, P.J. (Nottingham); Eiselle, D.W. (Baltimore, Md.)
X + 206 p., 49 fig., 33 in color, 25 tab., 2016
CHF 225.00 / EUR 214.00 / USD 269.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 275.00 / EUR 257.00 / USD 323.00
online*)

Vol. 77: Excellence in Otolaryngology
70 Years of the Department of Otolaryngology of the Sapporo Medical University
Editors: Hirai, T.; Takano, K. (Sapporo)
X + 132 p., 52 fig., 9 in color, 15 tab., 2015
CHF 179.00 / EUR 167.00 / USD 211.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 215.00 / EUR 200.00 / USD 253.00
online*)

*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Book Series
Advances in Psychosomatic Medicine

Balanced information on the relationships between psychological and biological phenomena

The importance of psychosomatic research has been greatly reinforced by evidence demonstrating that psychological phenomena may have distinct effects on human health. Recognizing the complexity of interactions between personality and physical illness, this series employs an interdisciplinary strategy to explore areas where knowledge from psychosomatic medicine may aid in the prevention of specific diseases or help meet the emotional demands of hospitalized patients. In each work, the editor has managed to bring together distinguished contributors, creating a series of coherent and comprehensive reviews on a variety of novel topics.

Aesthetic Dermatology

An innovative global approach to evidence-based aesthetic medicine

In the new book series Aesthetic Dermatology, innovations in techniques, such as laser therapy, as well as pharmacologic and cosmetic procedures are presented. Each volume is edited by one or several authorities in their respective field who invite contributors from all over the world to share their versatile experience. Thoroughly researched and evidence-based findings are discussed along with innovations in therapy. The series represents an update on key areas of aesthetic dermatology that will interest both plastic surgeons and aesthetic dermatologists.
Chemical Immunology and Allergy

‘... There can be few immunologists in a position to ignore the help provided by these timely reviews ... essential reading for virtually all immunologists.’

Immunology

Appearing for the first time in 1939, Progress in Allergy was the first and, for many years, the only international review series in the English language devoted to immunology. The present title, Chemical Immunology and Allergy, reflects the rapidly increasing role of concepts and techniques of molecular and cell biology, as well as the greater emphasis now being placed on research into the biologic problems of immunology, hypersensitivity and immunopathology. Highly specialized, single-topic volumes keep both investigators and practicing physicians up to date with the latest developments in areas of immunology and allergy where recent research has been concentrated.

Contributions to Nephrology

‘... an invaluable collection on the nephrologist’s personal bookshelf.’

Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine

The speed of developments in nephrology has been fueled by the promise that new findings may improve the care of patients suffering from renal disease. Participating in these rapid advances, this series has released an exceptional number of volumes that explore problems of immediate importance for clinical nephrology. Focus ranges from discussion of innovative treatment strategies to critical evaluations of investigative methodology. The value of regularly consolidating the newest findings and theories is enhanced through the inclusion of extensive bibliographies which make each volume a reference work deserving careful study.

Contributions to Nephrology

Vol. 101: Food Allergy: Molecular Basis and Clinical Practice
Editors: Ebisawa, M. (Sagamihara); Ballmer-Weber, B.K. (Zürich); Verhe, S. (Aarschott); Wood, R.A. (Baltimore, Md.)
XVI + 270 p., 19 fig., 4 in color, 56 tabs., 2015
CHF 196.00 / EUR 183.00 / USD 231.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 235.00 / EUR 220.00 / USD 277.000 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Vol. 100: History of Allergy
Editors: Bergmann, K.-C. (Berlin); Ring, J. (Munich)
X + 426 p., 257 fig., 127 in color, 20 tabs., 2014
CHF 170.00 / EUR 167.00 / USD 203.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 138.00 / EUR 128.00 / USD 162.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Vol. 99: Angiogenesis, Lymphangiogenesis and Clinical Implications
Editors: Mareone, G., Granata, F. (Naples)
XI + 232 p., 26 fig., 14 in color, 8 tabs., 2014
CHF 188.00 / EUR 176.00 / USD 221.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 226.00 / EUR 211.00 / USD 265.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Vol. 98: Allergy and the Nervous System
Editor: S. Holgate, G. Marone, H. Saito
XI + 272 p., 51 fig., 4 tab., 2012
CHF 196.00 / EUR 183.00 / USD 231.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 235.00 / EUR 220.00 / USD 277.00 (online**)
*online prices for institutional purchase
**online prices for personal customer
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Editor: C. Ronco

Volume 108: Ultrasound Imaging in Acute and Chronic Kidney Disease
Editors: Meola, M., Petrucci, I. (Pisa); Ronco, C. (Vicenza)
XII + 500 p., 164 fig., 11 color, 20 tabs., 2016
CHF 258.00 / EUR 240.00 / USD 300.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 298.00 / EUR 278.00 / USD 342.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Volume 107: Acute Kidney Injury - From Diagnosis to Care
Editors: Ding, X. (Shanghai); Ronco, C. (Vicenza)
XII + 326 p., 126 fig., 20 tabs., 2016
CHF 178.00 / EUR 166.00 / USD 209.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 214.00 / EUR 199.00 / USD 251.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Volume 106: Buttonhole Cannulation Current Prospects and Challenges
Editors: Mina, M. (Columbus, Ms.); Saito, T. (Tokyo)
XI + 242 p., 86 fig., 4 tab., 2014
CHF 249.00 / EUR 231.00 / USD 287.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 289.00 / EUR 265.00 / USD 334.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Volume 105: Chronic Kidney Diseases
Recent Advances in Clinical and Basic Research
Editor: Nitta, K. (Tokyo)
XI + 174 p., 23 fig., 5 in color, 13 tabs., 2013
CHF 178.00 / EUR 166.00 / USD 209.00 (hardcover or online*)
CHF 214.00 / EUR 199.00 / USD 251.00 (online**)
*online prices for personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only
Current Problems in Dermatology

Well-referenced and timely reports from the most active areas of dermatology and skin research

This series presents a selection of new ideas and information in the field of clinical and investigative dermatology. Crossing the borders of skin diseases it explores interdisciplinary strategies, linking dermatology with immunology, allergology and other research areas. Each volume is individually designed to provide an up-to-date presentation of new and interesting topics in dermatology and skin research. The contributing authors are acknowledged experts in their fields. The wide range of topics discussed includes normal and pathological skin conditions, the development of new equipment, drugs and analytical techniques, and recent advances in the treatments that can be offered to patients.

Developments in Ophthalmology

Combines authoritative reviews with reports on new experimental findings

The book series Developments in Ophthalmology provides ophthalmologists, ophthalmic surgeons and practicing optometrists with expert reviews highlighting the most important developments in their field. Innovative procedures from a wide range of areas – such as corneal or macular disorders, pharmacological issues, OCT and many more – are presented with the appropriate technical information required to encourage rapid introduction into clinical practice. For each volume expert authors producing articles of only the highest standards are invited to present their knowledge. During the considerable history of its existence Developments in Ophthalmology has established itself as an essential reference in the field of ophthalmology.
Endocrine Development

Communicating scientific advances in a clinical context

This series is devoted to specific areas of fetal, neonatal, pediatric and adolescent endocrinology. It addresses a wide range of relevant issues in the context of a well-defined subject and covers new areas of clinical and basic research. Clear evidence-based guidelines on clinical management by highly qualified basic and clinical scientists who present their clinically relevant recent findings are also provided. Bringing together experts from related disciplines such as fetal and perinatal medicine, epidemiology, public health, molecular endocrinology, the volumes cover a broad spectrum in endocrine development.

Endocrine Development

Series Editor

P. E. Mullis, Bern

Vol. 31: Novelties in Diabetes

Editors: Stentzler, C.; Christ, E.; Diem, P. (Bern)
VI + 226 p., 35 fig., 14 in color, 19 tab., 2016
CHF 198.00 / EUR 185.00 / USD 233.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 238.00 / EUR 222.00 / USD 280.00
(online**)

Vol. 30: Advanced Therapies in Pediatric Endocrinology and Diabetology

Editors: Cappa, M.; Cianfarani, S.; (Rome); Ghizoni, L.; (Turin); Loche, S. (Cagliari); Maghnie, M. (Genoa)
VIII + 166 p., 27 fig., 6 in color, 10 tab., 2016
CHF 168.00 / EUR 157.00 / USD 201.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 202.00 / EUR 188.00 / USD 238.00
(online**)

Vol. 29: Puberty from Bench to Clinic

Lessons for Clinical Management of Pubertal Disorders

Editors: Bourguignon, J.-P.; Parent, A.-S. (Liège)
X + 276 p., 17 fig., 5 in color, 27 tab., 2016
CHF 198.00 / EUR 185.00 / USD 233.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 238.00 / EUR 222.00 / USD 280.00
(online**)

Vol. 28: Calcium and Bone Disorders in Children and Adolescents,

2nd, revised edition

Editors: Allgrove, J.; (London); Shaw, N.J. (Birmingham)
VIII + 454 p., 152 fig., 22 in color, 43 tab., 2015
CHF 247.00 / EUR 231.00 / USD 291.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 296.00 / EUR 277.00 / USD 349.00
(online**)

Vol. 27: Management of Pubertal Disorders

Lessons for Clinical Practice

Editors: Cappa, M.; Cianfarani, S.; (Rome); Ghizzoni, L. (Turin); Loche, S. (Cagliari); Maghnie, M. (Genoa)
VIII + 154 p., 27 fig., 6 in color, 11 tab., 2015
CHF 198.00 / EUR 185.00 / USD 233.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 238.00 / EUR 222.00 / USD 280.00
(online**)

ESASO Course Series

Expert presentations made available in print

This book series makes the essentials of the courses of the European School for Advanced Studies in Ophthalmology (ESASO) available to interested ophthalmologists, optometrists, technicians and residents all over the world. The presentations of the courses are published regularly featuring a wide range of ophthalmological topics from vitreoretinal pathology to retinal surgery, retinal diseases, cornea and refractive surgery or cataract.

ESASO Course Series

Series Editors

F. Bandello, Milan
B. Corcóstegui, Barcelona

Vol. 7: Ocular Tumors

Editors: Singh, A.D. (Cleveland, Ohio); Seregard, S. (Stockholm)
VIII + 112 p., 66 fig., 62 in color, 13 tab., 2016
CHF 98.00 / EUR 92.00 / USD 115.00
(softcover or online*)
CHF 118.00 / EUR 110.00 / USD 138.00
(online**)

Vol. 6: Cornea

Editor: Guitel, J. (Barcelona)
VIII + 128 p., 85 fig., 81 in color, 9 tab., 2015
CHF 98.00 / EUR 92.00 / USD 115.00
(softcover or online*)
CHF 118.00 / EUR 110.00 / USD 138.00
(online**)

Vol. 5: Orbital Surgery

Editors: Medel, R.; Vásquez, L.M. (Barcelona)
VIII + 116 p., 87 fig., 82 in color, 3 tab., 2014
CHF 98.00 / EUR 92.00 / USD 115.00
(softcover or online*)
CHF 118.00 / EUR 110.00 / USD 138.00
(online**)

Vol. 4: Optical Coherence Tomography

Editors: Coscas, G.; (Créteil/Paris); Loewenstein, A. (Tel Aviv); Bandello, F. (Milan)
X + 134 p., 137 fig., 97 in color, 9 tab., 2014
CHF 98.00 / EUR 92.00 / USD 115.00
(softcover or online*)
CHF 118.00 / EUR 110.00 / USD 138.00
(online**)

*Online prices for personal customer
**Online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

Read it online:

www.karger.com/ESASO

ESASO Course Series

Book Series

Karger
### Frontiers in Diabetes

**Scientific advances in current clinical and experimental research**

Data at the frontiers of diabetes research are collected, systematically organized, and critically evaluated by volumes in this series. Contents are based on recent findings published in the medical literature and reflect the most advanced achievements in current clinical and experimental research on diabetes and allied disorders. By giving these data coherent organization and critical interpretation, the editor and authors of *Frontiers in Diabetes* perform a major service for all scientists conducting experimental or clinical work in the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editors</th>
<th>Series Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Technological Advances in the Treatment of Type 1 Diabetes</td>
<td>Bruttomesso, D. (Padua); Grass, G. (Turin)</td>
<td>M. Porta, Torino M. Porta, F.M. Matschinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Genetics in Diabetes Type 2 Diabetes and Related Traits</td>
<td>Gloyn, A.L.; McCarthy, M.I. (Oxford)</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Diabetes Secondary to Endocrine and Pancreatic Disorders</td>
<td>Ghigo, E.; Porta, M. (Turin)</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Monogenic Hyperinsulinemic Hypoglycemia Disorders</td>
<td>Stanley, C.A.; De León, D.D. (Philadelphia, Pa.)</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only*

### Frontiers of Gastrointestinal Research

**A guide to leading investigations in the field of gastroenterology**

This series is designed for both the physician active in the clinical practice of gastroenterology and the gastroenterologist or student engaged in research. Each volume offers a ready reference guide to current progress and a review of past achievement in a particular area of gastrointestinal study. The series covers pathological, pharmacological, diagnostic and therapeutic considerations relating to the digestive system, as well as the latest techniques and instrumentation used in the management of gastrointestinal disorders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editors</th>
<th>Series Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Anti-Tumor Necrosis Factor Inflammation and Bowel Disease</td>
<td>Quigley, E.M.M. (Houston, Tex.); Hong, M. (Kurakawa); Fukushima, S. (Sendai)</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Functional and Gl Motility Disorders</td>
<td>O’H. Nielsen</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Proton Pump Inhibitors: A Balanced View</td>
<td>Chiba, T. (Kyoto); Wallertheringer, P. (Magdeburg); Satoh, H. (Kyoto)</td>
<td>G. Rogler, Zurich</td>
</tr>
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Frontiers of Hormone Research

A series of integrated overviews on cutting-edge topics

New sophisticated technologies and methodological approaches in diagnostics and therapeutics have led to significant improvements in identifying and characterizing an increasing number of medical conditions, which is particularly true for all aspects of endocrine and metabolic dysfunctions. Novel insights in endocrine physiology and pathophysiology allow for new perspectives in clinical management and thus lead to the development of molecular, personalized treatments. In view of this, the active interplay between basic scientists and clinicians has become fundamental, both to provide patients with the most appropriate care and to advance future research.

The individual volumes of this series explore cutting-edge topics in the field of endocrinology and metabolism, providing the most updated, critical opinions of international leading researchers and clinicians. Going from in vitro studies to daily clinical applications, each volume presents a state-of-the-art overview including a discussion of future perspective.

Frontiers of Neurology and Neuroscience

Focusing on topics in the fields of both Neurosciences and Neurology, this series provides current and unique information in basic and clinical advances on the nervous system and its disorders.

Vol. 39: The Right Therapy for Neurological Disorders
From Randomized Trials to Clinical Practice
Editors: Beghi, E. (Milan);
Logroscino, G. (Bari)
VIII + 244 p., 86 fig., 9 in color,
8 tab., 2016
CHF 132.00 / EUR 123.00 / USD 155.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 158.00 / EUR 148.00 / USD 186.00
*online prices on personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase

Vol. 40: War Neurology
Editors: Tanu, I. (Birmingham);
Bogousslavsky, J. (Montreux)
VIII + 168 p., 16 fig., 3 in color,
16 tab., 2016
CHF 142.00 / EUR 133.00 / USD 167.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 170.00 / EUR 160.00 / USD 200.00
*online prices on personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase

Vol. 41: Neuroendocrine Tumors: A Multidisciplinary Approach
Editors: Papotti, M. (Turin);
de Herder, W.W. (Rotterdam)
X + 270 p., 51 fig., 6 in color,
27 tab., 2015
CHF 216.00 / EUR 202.00 / USD 254.00
(hard copy or online*)
CHF 259.00 / EUR 242.00 / USD 305.00
*online prices on personal customer
**online prices for institutional purchase

Prices subject to change; VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only.
Frontiers of Oral Biology

The past two decades have witnessed a rapid advance in the theoretical and technical development of dental and oral medicine, coupled with a substantial increase in the qualitative and quantitative demands made upon dentists by their patients. This series is designed for today’s dentists who, because of the growing scope of their field, must display more than just a familiarity with all areas of oral physiology, whether fundamental or highly specialized. The series has received repeated praise for its systematic and well-referenced treatment of vital topics.

Interdisciplinary Topics in Gerontology and Geriatrics

A comprehensive approach to the problems of aging

At a time when interest in the process of aging is driving more and more research, Interdisciplinary Topics in Gerontology and Geriatrics offers investigators a way to stay at the forefront of developments. This series represents a comprehensive and integrated approach to the problems of aging and presents pertinent data from studies in animal and human gerontology. In order to provide a forum for a unified concept of gerontology, both the biological foundations and the clinical and sociological consequences of aging in humans are presented. Individual volumes are characterized by an analytic overall view of the aging process, novel ideas, and original approaches to healthy aging as well as age-related functional decline.
Issues in Infectious Diseases

Infections are a constant threat to human health. Over the last two decades a number of new infective agents such as HIV and prions have been identified, and several infectious diseases previously considered under control have suddenly reemerged. The problem of infection is aggravated by the resistance of many microorganisms to currently available antibiotics and by the growing number of immuno-compromised people worldwide. The steadily rising incidence of nosocomial infections is a further cause for concern. This series presents original data and reviews the latest clinical information on infectious diseases of bacterial, viral, fungal and parasitic origin. Covering epidemiology, pathogenesis, prevention and treatment, it also considers the latest diagnostic techniques, evaluates new antimicrobial drugs and reports recent advances in vaccine development. As infections involve almost all branches of medicine, books published in this series represent a valuable source of information for a wide spectrum of clinicians and health care professionals.

**Key Issues in Mental Health**

*Problems of clinical psychiatry covered in a series that has helped pioneer the development of this field*

With its first volume published in 1917, this series has served to chart some of the main developments of contemporary psychiatry. Throughout these years, individual volumes have outlined the specific problems and controversies which have characterized the growth of psychiatry and have reflected a broadening acceptance of its methods and applications. Recent volumes have been distinguished by their bench to bedside coverage of current topics in psychiatry, psychology and neurosciences. Taking a rigorously interdisciplinary as well as translational approach, *Key Issues in Mental Health* attempts to build bridges to related disciplines in an effort to integrate a variety of aspects relevant to the successful diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders.

---

### Key Issues in Mental Health (formerly ‘Bibliotheca Psychiatrica’)

**Vol. 1: Early Detection and Intervention in Psychosis**
State of the Art and Future Perspectives
Editors: Riecher-Rossler, A. (Basel); McGorry, P.D. (Parkville, Vic.); Holt, R.C.G. (Southampton); Maj, M. (Naples); Garcia-Moreno, C. (Geneva)

**Vol. 2: Autism Spectrum Disorders**
Phenotypes, Mechanisms and Treatments
Editors: Leboyer, M. (Creteil); Chaste, P. (Paris); Holt, R.C.G. (Southampton); Maj, M. (Naples)

**Vol. 3: Comorbidity of Mental and Physical Disorders**
Editors: Sartorius, N. (Geneva); Holt, R.C.G. (Southampton); Maj, M. (Naples); Garcia-Moreno, C. (Geneva); Riecher-Rossler, A. (Basel)

---

### *Prices subject to change, VAT not included.*

EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only

*Prices for personal customer
**Prices for institutional purchase*
**Medicine and Sport Science**

These works invite study by anyone interested in the development of sports medicine and sport science as dynamic scientific disciplines

This series was inaugurated at a time when the sport sciences were separated from medicine. From the first volume on, the editors have united these two areas in order to bridge the gap between medicine and sport sciences and to give the scientific community at large, and biomedical researchers in particular, the full benefit of current advances being made in the multifaceted domains of sports medicine. Contributions from biomechanics, biochemistry, physiology, kinaethropometry engineering, and from different areas of clinical medicine are incorporated into this innovative series.

---

**Modern Trends in Pharmacopsychiatry**

Focussing on the effects of drug treatment on psychiatric and neurological disorders, this series is concerned with the mechanisms of action of psychotropic drugs, their adverse effects as well as the science and experience behind the development of new compounds. On the basis of our growing understanding of the interaction between physical ill health and psychiatric illness, Modern Trends in Pharmacopsychiatry also investigates the biological and psychological factors that may impact on a patient’s response to psychotropic treatment. Written by international experts who have contributed to the advances in the field of pharmacopsychiatry, this series provides cutting-edge research and clinical information, including the latest developments, methods and limitations of current clinical trials.

---

*Online prices for personal customer
**Online prices for institutional purchase
Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only
Monographs in Clinical Cytology

Introducing improved diagnostic techniques and procedures

Monographs in this series have given the field of cytology an outstanding set of reference works. Volumes perform the important function of correlating extensive basic and clinical findings and applying these to discuss how innovations in cytology can improve patient diagnosis and management. Readers will find descriptions of techniques offering greater simplicity, speed, patient comfort and cost-effectiveness as well as improved diagnostic precision.
Monographs in Oral Science

Authoritative summaries of important topics in oral science

For over three decades, Monographs in Oral Science has provided a source of in-depth discussion of selected topics in the sciences related to stomatology. Senior investigators are invited to present expanded contributions in their fields of special expertise. The topics chosen are those which have generated a long-standing interest, and on which new conceptual insights or innovative biotechnology are making considerable impact. Authors are selected on the basis of having made lasting contributions to their chosen field and their willingness to share their findings with others.

Monographs in Virology

Compact and thorough reference volumes for virologists and non-virologists alike

A skilful selection of topics of exceptional importance and a panel of acknowledged experts as authors have ensured an outstanding reputation for this series. Each monograph, centered on an active area of virologic research, provides a critical evaluation of recent progress and a useful commentary on the direction of future research. Characterized by a consistently high standard of scholarship and clear presentation of content, volumes in this series have proved their enduring value as convenient reference tools for both virologists working in the field and scientists working in allied areas.
Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series

In 2011, the two book series Nestlé Nutrition Workshop Series: Pediatric Program and Nestlé Nutrition Workshop Series: Clinical & Performance Program merged to form the Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series. One of the major components of the series is the organization of workshops and the publication of the proceedings. Each workshop focuses on the latest findings, the controversies and further research needs concerning various topics in nutrition.

The books of this series will be of great assistance to pediatricians, clinical investigators, sport scientists as well as health workers and nutritionists concerned with both adult and pediatric health and nutrition.

Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine

A series for both the general practitioner and the hospital physician

This series deals with rapidly evolving pediatric subspecialties such as perinatal medicine, pediatric endocrinology, immunology, neurology and cardiology. The individual volumes not only highlight recent advances in a particular area, but also provide a comprehensive overview of new trends in monitoring child development and subsequent adult health. The series aims to inform both the general practitioner and the hospital physician about current theoretical and practical developments in pediatric and adolescent medicine.
Progress in Neurological Surgery

‘…(an) important series… The editors are to be congratulated on getting together an authoritative panel of authors who can write clearly and informatively about their experience and technique.”

The Lancet

Published since 1966, this series has become universally recognized as the most significant group of books serving neurological surgeons. Volumes feature contributions from distinguished international physicians and surgeons who review the literature from the perspective of their own personal experience. The result is a series of works providing critical distillations of developments of central importance to the theory and practice of neurological surgery.

Progress in Neurological Surgery

Founded: 1966
Fields of Interest: Neurology, Surgery
Listed in bibliographic services, including: PubMed/MEDLINE, Google Scholar
ISSN 0079–6492

Vol. 29: Stimulation of the Peripheral Nervous System
Editor: Slavin, K.V. (Chicago, Ill.)
XII + 244 p., 80 fig., 46 in color, 25 tab., hard cover, 2016
CHF 198.00 / EUR 185.00 / USD 233.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 238.00 / EUR 222.00 / USD 280.00
online**

Vol. 28: Concussion
Editors: Niranjan, A.; Lunsford, L.D. (Pittsburgh, Pa.)
VII + 256 p., 49 fig., 21 in color, 26 tab., 2014
CHF 198.00 / EUR 185.00 / USD 233.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 238.00 / EUR 222.00 / USD 280.00
online**

Vol. 27: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery for Brain Vascular Malformations
Editors: Niranjan, A.; Kano, H.; Lunsford, L.D. (Pittsburgh, Pa.)
VII + 332 p., 60 fig., 25 in color, 28 tab., 2013
CHF 228.00 / EUR 213.00 / USD 268.00
(hardcover or online*)
CHF 274.00 / EUR 256.00 / USD 322.00
online**

Prices subject to change, VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries, USD price for USA and Latin America only.
Progress in Tumor Research

Overviews of key areas of tumor research

The scientific book series Progress in Tumor Research aims to provide in depth information about important developments in cancer research. The individual volumes are authored and edited by experts to provide detailed coverage of topics selected as either representing controversial issues or belonging to areas where the speed of developments necessitates the kind of assistance offered by integrative, critical reviews.

Translational Research in Biomedicine

A holistic and up-to-date approach on translational research

Translational Research in Biomedicine is a book series dedicated to the spread of seminal information in contemporary biomedicine with a translational orientation. It takes a holistic view on translational research that transcends the boundaries between bench and bedside research. Each volume, edited by experts in the field, is a synthesis of ideas, technologies and research outcomes that are associated with a particular theme in contemporary biomedicine. All volumes will be presented in a fashion that is amenable to non-experts, be they scientists or clinical practitioners.
World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics

Volumes in this series consist of exceptionally thorough reviews on topics selected as either fundamental to improved understanding of human and animal nutrition, useful in resolving present controversies, or relevant to problems of social and preventive medicine that depend for their solution on progress in nutrition. Many of the individual articles have been judged as among the most comprehensive reviews ever published on the given topic. Since the first volume appeared in 1959, the series has earned repeated praise for the quality of its scholarship and the reputation of its authors.

CHF 148.00 / EUR 138.00 / USD 174.00 (hardcover or online*)

Editors: Koletzko, B. (Munich); Shamir, R. (Petach Tikva/Tel Aviv); Turk, D. (Ljubljana); Phillips, M. (Petach Tikva/Tel Aviv)
X + 152 p., 2016
CHF 148.00 / EUR 138.00 / USD 174.00 (hardcover or online*)

Vol. 113: Pediatric Nutrition in Practice 2nd, revised edition
Editors: Koletzko, B. (Munich); Bhatia, J. (Augusta, Ga.); Bhutta, Z.A. (Karachi); Cooper, P. (Johannesburg); Makrides, M. (Adelaide, S.A.); Uauy, R. (Santiago de Chile); Wang, W. (Shanghai)
X + 334 p., 60 fig., 27 in color, 107 tab., 2015
CHF 49.00 / EUR 46.00 / USD 58.00 (hardcover or online*)

Vol. 112: Intravenous Lipid Emulsions
Editors: Calder, P.C. (Southampton); Wattberg, D.L. (Sao Paulo); Koletzko, B. (Munich)
X + 176 p., 18 fig., 15 tab., 2015
CHF 148.00 / EUR 138.00 / USD 174.00 (hardcover or online*)

*Prices subject to change; VAT not included. EUR price for eurozone countries; USD price for USA and Latin America only.
Basic and clinical research topics across the entire medical spectrum

Backed by a 125-year tradition of medical publishing, the Karger journal program comprises around 80 subscription journals to date, covering all disciplines of human medicine in clinical and research areas.

Your Benefits:
- DRM-free content
- COUNTER-compliant statistics
- KBART records for eJournals
- Free online trials available!
- Guaranteed access for five years (perpetual access available)
- Easy access via IP address or User ID and password
- Unlimited simultaneous access


- Access to all online Karger journals – special arrangements for consortia
- Customized collections according to the needs of your library
- Mixed collections of eJournals and eBooks upon request

Please contact us for a customized offer!


63 eJournals from 1998 to 2014 covering substantial progress in disciplines of human medicine in clinical and research areas over the past decades

- Purchase the complete Karger eJournal Backfile Collection at CHF 22,000 / EUR 19,600 / USD 23,600 *
- Benefit from attractive flat rates for backfiles of individual titles.
- Customize your Backfile Collection. Please ask us for a quote!


All digitized Karger journal issues from 1997 back to each title’s first year of publication.
The complete collection consists of 64 titles with a total of 2,217 publication years

- Purchase the complete Karger eJournal Archive Collection at CHF 54,000 / EUR 48,000 / USD 60,000 *
- Customize your Archive Collection. Please ask us for a quote!

Contact us at collection@karger.com for a customized quote according to your specific needs!

* Prices excl. VAT
EUR prices for eurozone countries,
USD prices for USA and Latin America only
Four eBook Collections covering all disciplines of human medicine

The Karger eBook program, with over 2'600 titles since 1890, comprises 36 book series and many non-series books published to the specific needs of medical researchers and scientists.

Your Benefits:

• DRM-free content
• Guaranteed access for five years (perpetual access available)
• Unlimited simultaneous access
• Easy access via IP address or User ID and password
• Increasing number of titles in Epub format, all titles in PDF and HTML formats
• MARC 21 and KBART records, complimentary downloads for all eBooks
• COUNTER-compliant statistics

Karger eBook Series Collection

Benefit from an attractive discount on list prices of an entire copyright year (October–September).

• Karger eBook Series Collection 2017 (approx. 36 titles) CHF 5,700 / EUR 4,900 / USD 6,000 *
• Karger eBook Series Collection 2015–2017 (114 titles) CHF 9,400 / EUR 8,100 / USD 9,900 *
• Karger eBook Back Volume Collection 1997–2014 (total 620 titles) CHF 12,000 / EUR 10,300 / USD 12,600 *

Karger eBook Non-Series Collection

Enhance your eBooks portfolio with Karger non-series books at approx. 50% discount off the online retail value.

• Karger eBook Non-Series Collection 1997–2016 (total 82 titles) CHF 5,850 / EUR 5,100 / USD 6,150 *

Karger eBook German Collection

Gain access to all eBooks published in German since 1997 at 50% discount off the online retail value.

• Karger eBook German Collection 1997–2016 (total 45 titles) CHF 1,300 / EUR 1,150 / USD 1,400 *

Karger eBook Archive Collection

To mark the occasion of Karger Publishers’ 125th anniversary, all book titles from 1996 back to 1890 were digitized, making the rich heritage of pioneering Karger publications available to today’s medical and scientific community.

• Karger eBook Archive Collection Series (total 1,281 titles) CHF 25,000 / EUR 23,500 / USD 25,500
• Karger eBook Archive Collection Non-Series (total 549 titles) CHF 12,000 / EUR 11,400 / USD 12,400
• Karger eBook Archive Collection German (total 626 titles) CHF 10,000 / EUR 9,500 / USD 10,500

Please visit www.karger.com/services/ebooksrecords for detailed lists, or contact us for a customized offer at ebooks@karger.com.

* Prices excl. VAT
EUR prices for eurozone countries,
USD prices for USA and Latin America only
Six packages focusing on a single research or medical subject

The Karger Subject Packages – comprising eJournals and eBooks – provide highly selected content to meet the increasing demand for specific information by researchers, specialists and practitioners in hospitals, research centers, the pharmaceutical industry and other professional institutions. Each package presents a high-quality selection of peer-reviewed eJournals, established eBook series and individual eBook titles.

Karger Nephrology Package

www.karger.com/nephrology-package

Essential information on the latest progress and developments surrounding renal diseases and its treatment and related interdisciplinary topics

Karger Nephrology Package 2016/2017
5 journals 2017: CHF 6,200 / EUR 5,600 / USD 6,700
1 book series (71 titles) and 3 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 2,100 / EUR 2,000 / USD 2,500
Complete package: CHF 8,300 / EUR 7,600 / USD 9,200 *

Karger Nutrition Package

www.karger.com/nutrition-package

Indispensable reading on the latest progress in nutrition research, also for government institutions and the nutrition industry

Karger Nutrition Package 2016/2017
4 journals 2017: CHF 5,200 / EUR 4,700 / USD 5,600
3 book series (81 titles) and 16 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 3,200 / EUR 3,000 / USD 3,700
Complete package: CHF 8,400 / EUR 7,700 / USD 9,300 *

Karger Oncology Package

www.karger.com/oncology-package

In-depth coverage of a wide range of topics in cancer research and treatment

Karger Oncology Package 2016/2017
8 journals 2017: CHF 5,300 / EUR 4,800 / USD 5,800
5 book series (35 titles) and 42 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 4,000 / EUR 3,800 / USD 4,700
Complete package: CHF 9,300 / EUR 8,600 / USD 10,500 *

* Prices excl. VAT
EUR prices for eurozone countries,
USD prices for USA and Latin America only
# Karger Subject Packages

## Ophthalmology Package

- **Focused information on key topics such as corneal or macular disorders, eye surgery and pharmacological issues, also for optometry schools and the industry**

### Karger Ophthalmology Package 2016/2017
- 3 journals 2017: CHF 3,700 / EUR 3,400 / USD 4,100
- 2 book series (38 titles) and 7 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 2,800 / EUR 2,600 / USD 3,300
- Complete package: CHF 6,500 / EUR 6,000 / USD 7,400 *

## Pediatrics Package

- **Comprehensive information on the latest progress and developments in neonatal, pediatric and adolescent medicine**

### Karger Pediatrics Package 2016/2017
- 6 journals 2017: CHF 5,700 / EUR 5,100 / USD 6,200
- 5 book series (93 titles) and 52 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 4,000 / EUR 3,700 / USD 4,600
- Complete package: CHF 9,700 / EUR 8,800 / USD 10,800 *

## Psychology / Psychiatry Package

- **Extensive coverage of all aspects of psychopathology, psychosomatics and neuropsychobiology**

### Karger Psychology/Psychiatry Package 2016/2017
- 9 journals 2017: CHF 6,500 / EUR 5,900 / USD 7,100
- 6 book series (76 titles) and 15 non-serial/individual titles 1997–2016: CHF 1,700 / EUR 1,600 / USD 2,000
- Complete package: CHF 8,200 / EUR 7,500 / USD 9,100 *

---

The package prices apply only to new customers with no existing subscriptions for included titles. Customers with current subscriptions, please contact us for a customized quote at collection@karger.com.

---

*Prices excl. VAT
EUR prices for eurozone countries,
USD prices for USA and Latin America only.
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e: service@karger.cn; r.chew@karger.cn

Karger China  
51F Raffles City Centre  
285 Xiangji Road  
Haung Pu District  
Shanghai 200001  
P.R. China  
t: +86 21 2312 7673  
f: +86 21 2312 7777  
e: service@karger.cn; r.chew@karger.cn

**Thailand**

S. Karger AG  
15/6 Moov 4, Sakaya  
Phutthamonthon  
Nakhon Pathom 73170  
Thailand  
c: +66 84 175 0646  
e: n.somanas@karger.com

**Australia, New Zealand**

Ollexi Publishing Services  
Natalie Blanchard  
P.O Box 2200  
Lower Templestowe VIC 3107  
Australia  
t: +61 422 44 34 11  
e: natalie.blanchard@ollexi.com.au; n.blanchard@karger.com

**Russian Federation**

World of Periodicals  
Olga Timofeeva  
Diamond Business Center  
60/77 Leningradsky Ave.  
Moscow 125190  
Russian Federation  
t: +7 499 943 96 93  
e: otimofeeva@mpolio.ru

**South Eastern Europe (w/o Greece) – for books only**

Dr. László Horváth  
Publishers’ Representative  
Books for Eastern Europe  
Tinúdi u. 31  
1047 Budapest  
Hungary  
t: +36 30 942 071  
e: booksforeasternurope@gmail.com  
w: www.booksforeasternurope.com

For all other regions, please contact us directly at karger@karger.com

---

To be ordered through:  
Regional Offices and Representatives

www.karger.com